Archiving for
Emerging Artists

Objective:
Emerging artists are a unique group of individuals who are grappling with the
ever changing needs of digital culture, particularly through the use of
web-based media.
It is not always easy to convince artists of adding another level of
safeguarding to their materials beyond proper storage. If it is too involved
or complicated of a process, they tend to put it on the back-burner of their
practice.

Emerging artists can be defined as college-age to post graduate makers that wish to continue their practice as a career.
This group has particular needs as digital media is ingrained in their education as well as traditional physical materials.
Trends in fine arts education allow for a broader range of materials and conceptual realms of understanding. A large
portion of work being made is no longer channeled through the art market because of its time-based, installation and
ephemeral nature.
Many programs teach students how to document their work through photography, video, or sound recordings. Some
also consider the archival quality of papers, inks and other conservation issues.

Providing sustainable solutions that will ensure longevity of materials at a
minimal cost is imperative.
Solutions must be straightforward and minimally intrusive to their existing
workflows, whether formal or informal.
Emerging artists can approach documenting their practice through personal
archiving tactics, with consideration to their unique needs.

For this project, I am considering the artist’s record of practice, in an attempt to safeguard the trajectory of their work
for posterity, authentication, and tracking of artistic growth. In case of disaster, a digital record of the practice will still
exist. Although we do not wish to think of situations where our work or studio has been damaged in some way, there
are unexpected circumstances when we need to look back on whatever records we have left in order to determine how
we can move forward.

Digital Content of an Artist’s Archive
Images (RAW, TIFFs, jpegs)
Videos
Sketchbooks
Youtube videos
Gallery webpages
Articles that mention you or your work
Online exhibitions
Websites
Tagged content
Tumblr
Interactive portfolio
Facebook
Twitter feeds
Gifs/memes
Source/inspiration materials
Artist statements
Links

Best Practices

Other factors:

Rule of Three: Keeping your digital files in three separate locations, such as
the cloud, an external hard-drive and internal hard-drive or DAM.

Cost of storage
Often programs like Artbase or Artwork Archive can be costly over time. These can also be supplemental to your
files, but do not provide enough information to adequately record your practice. Also if a subscription fee becomes
forgotten, your content may go with it. Backing up your files in a way that does not intrude too much on your practice is the best way to ensure you keep up with your personal archive. However, creating this archive does require
some investment, including hard-drives and cloud storage. Over time this will be a small price to pay for the
longevity of your work and continued addition of materials.

LOCKSS- Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe
Although hard-drives are subject to failure, migrating their contents to new
ones every year or so helps to mitigate the risk. The more copies that exist,
the less likely they will be lost.
Lossiness and Fixity Checks
Regularly check the locations of these files to ensure they are still
functional.
Migration and emulation:
The types of files you use may require migration to newer versions. For
artists, checking to make sure new versions of software still play your work
in the way you want it to be seen. Check for any changes in playback when
opening old files in new programs. Emulation software may be a solution to
controlling how the work functions for future viewing.
Timeline:
Set up a schedule to weekly backup, which can be set up automatically.
Bi-annually check for larger issues such as migrating to new versions and
getting a new hard-drive.
Keep notes of your preservation workflow:
The time between checks may warrant some more drastic measures when
applications change. Keeping notes of these changes can help you in the
future determine the best course of action.

Time
Simple steps can be taken to preserve the record of your life and influence of your work. The physical materials tell
us about your process. The record of your work becomes important when talking about how contemporary artists
live and respond to their environment, what you are interested in, and how the work is created. These materials are
not only important for posterity, but are valuable in perpetuating the record of our cultural heritage. Starting to
collect these materials as the artist begins their career paints a broader picture of the challenges artists face.
Disappearing Content
Many materials we upload to the web do not last. Every link, article, video, gif, is subject to obsolescence if the person who uploaded it does not continuously update or renew their domain. When we want to link to other sites that
we may not own, but contain relevant content, we can record through web archiving applications like Webrecorder.
If we do not preserve it in a way that is accessible to us on or off the web, we may lose access to this information
permanently.
Digital Legacy and an Archival Will
Create a written plan for how you wish to see your work live on. Determine the conditions for how your work will be
treated when it leaves your hands. This does not have to be complex, it could be as simple as asking for your
content to be migrated or emulated. Discuss this with your peers and keep notes of each others decisions and
thoughts.

Free Tools:
Webrecorder- by Rhizome
This tool is catered to net-art and artist websites. It was specifically designed for recording
complex and interactive webpages.
The Internet Archive- A web content repository
They also provide a browser extension with
their Wayback Machine for Chrome, Safari and
Firefox. This is a streamlined way to save each
url.
Archive Ready
This tool helps to determine any coding issues
that may inhibit the sites archivability. Simply
plugin the url of your website and a report of
potential problems is generated. This site was
developed by Banos and Manolopoulos using
the CLEAR Method (the Credible Live
Evaluation for Archive Readiness). The criteria
for this method helps assess some long term
sustainability markers, as well as adherence to
web standards.

Sample Workflow:
Example of Jenny Holzer’s Website (above)									
Checked on ArchiveReady.com
https://projects.jennyholzer.com/exhibitions									 Results indicate that the sitemap
														
needs some adjustments, but is 		
															 otherwise archive ready.

After adjustments are made, the website url is input on the Webrecorder. There are options available to explore all of the links
recorded and to patch missing links. Webrecorder has login capabilities so you can regularly look back on your site as it changes.

Additional tips and tools:
Rinehart and Ippolito’s
“Comparative Longevity of Various Formats”
This chart is helpful to assess which file formats
are most appropriate for the content. Although
this chart is debated among information
professionals, it still gives us an idea of what
formats may last the longest.

Next Steps:
Dissemination of materials to help facilitate these needs.
An internet forum for further discussion of these ideas amongst information professionals interested in the fragile nature of net-art and digital media.
Developing a resource that would transform these collected archives into a repository of digital art.

ScreenshotsTaking snapshots of your website or other online
content can help to determine any structural changes
to the code. Comparing how the site looks when
migrated is one of the few ways we can identify
migration or emulation differences. They may also
serve as a backup in case of loss.

Consider the wishes of the artist and their views on the longevity of their work, help them to answer questions like: How do you see your work being viewed
in the future, 10, 50 and 100 years from now. Do you believe your work is strictly for a small amount of time, or do you wish to see it live beyond your earthly
existence? Who is your audience and how can you reach them through the power of new technologies?
Although a collective would be an ideal atmosphere for beginning a database of many artists work, inspirational materials, backups, and other scraps of
knowledge that provide context to their practice, I believe that these practices should begin on a personal level. The unique relationship between this
population and the broader art-world is not well established in the information science perspective. The process of archiving an artists oeuvre falls on a
broad spectrum, from simple tools to complex estate planning. As an appeal to emerging artists, focusing on attainable means of authenticating work
without highly technical vocabulary is an entry-way to creating a bigger connection to the art-research world. This trajectory will also involve the curation
of these materials in a way that is useful for research. Moving forward we can integrate metadata for visually based mediums, potential solutions for how
to create vocabularies suited to non-traditional artistic materials and conceptual content. With every new medium, new protocols for how archivists handle
unique items are created. The creative process is difficult to preserve and often involves a large web of information.
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This poster was created for the MARAC 2019 Morgantown Conference by Sam Bogner. For more information and further discussion visit www.samanthabogner.com
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